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Welcome to today’s class, Shifting Into Overdrive.  This session is designed to serve as a quick start guide – a primer, if you will – for working with ebooks available through our library’s subscription to Overdrive.The popularity of ebooks is astronomical right now.  The library recognizes that we have a real opportunity to supplement our collection with these popular materials, and we can do so in a fiscally conservative manner.  The library already subscribes to Overdrive, who provides downloadable media including ebooks.  What you may not know is that the library is purchasing ebook readers to circulate to customers, so that we have yet another method of getting this material into the hands of our customers.  We’re essentially killing two birds with one stone – first, we’re actively removing a barrier of access to ebook collection by circulating ereaders and second, the overhead costs of digital formats is much lower than their physical counterpart.  Our long-term hope is that as demand increases for ebooks, we can ultimately reduce the pressure to purchase additional copies of popular titles in their more expensive physical format.As managers, mentors, on-the-job trainers in your branches, you play a pivotal role.  The organization is counting on you to evangelize ebooks to your staff.  No longer is working with Overdrive and downloadable media an area that one or two “tech heads” in your branch is responsible for knowing inside and out.  EVERYONE needs to know how to work extensively with Overdrive ebooks and the hardware necessary to fully enjoy these products.  Our goals and expectations today are that you feel confident in your ability to download ebooks from Overdrive to an ereader like the one your branch will be receiving soon, and also that you work with other staff members at your location to bring them to same comfort level as you. 
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Review resources that are 
required to utilize OverDrive’s
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locating, downloading, and 
transferring OverDrive ebooks.
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Increasing ebook use and circulating ereaders to customers is significant system priority right now, but there’s no need to fear.  We feel confident that by the end of our two hours together today, you’ll be adept at finding ebooks on Overdrive, downloading them to your computer, and then transferring the ebooks to your Nook, the ereader that the library will circulate. To get you up to speed so that you can shift into Overdrive, Chris and I have honed in on three primary targets for today’s session.  We will:Identify common terms associated with ebooks.Review resources that are required to utilize OverDrive’s ebooks.Demonstrate mastery of locating, downloading, and transferring OverDrive ebooks.Before we get started, here’s how we’ve structured this class.  Let’s first have everyone turn off their computer screens, so that we all stay on the same page. Chris and I will begin with a brief review of terminology and concepts before we dig into the procedures for locating, downloading, and transferring ebooks.  After this, we’ll shift our attention to more procedural information.  During this time, we’ll explain and demonstrate what we’re doing.  After we’ve demonstrated a process, we’ll alert you to turn on your computer screen and then emulate what we did.  



E-BOOKS:
The Death of the Physical Book… Again?

Death of the Physical 
Book… Again?
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eBook 
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We’ll start off today by going over common terminology for working with ebooks in the library. [Chris go over terms in order]ereaderEbookADEPDFEPUBDRM



OverDrive eBook 
Formats:

Adobe PDF

Adobe EPUB
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Now that we’ve covered general terminology related to ebooks, let’s talk a little more about ebook formats.  There are over two dozen ebook formats, but you’ll only find the two most popular, widely supported formats available on Overdrive.  These are Adobe EPUB and Adobe PDF.  There are roughly 200 titles currently available in the EPUB format and about 800 titles currently available in the PDF format. The typical customer will likely be indifferent to the format, as long as she can find the ebook that she wants.  The important takeaway for you when it comes down to Overdrive ebook formats is that the way the ebook physically displays on a customer’s ereader may vary depending on the format.  
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When it comes to reading an ebook, you can do that on your computer, but let’s face it: one of the most appealing aspects to ebooks – or any book for that matter – is its portability.  You must have a separate e-reader if you intend to enjoy your ebook on the go. The good news is that OverDrive eBooks are now compatible with a number of eBook readers!Sony ReaderBarnes & Noble nookKobo eReaderRemember that all ebooks on Overdrive support DRM, and since the Amazon Kindle and Apple iPad do not support DRM, you cannot transfer Overdrive ebooks to these devices.  If a customer is ever in doubt whether her ereader will work with Overdrive, Overdrive maintains a list of compatible devices.
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So, what resources do I need to 
enjoy OverDrive’s ebooks?
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So how exactly does a customer enjoy the ebooks we have available thru OD?To completely enjoy OD ebooks from a computer or on the go, you simply need three things: a computer with appropriate software, access to the OD website (with loibrary card and pin of course), and a compatible ereader if you want to read on the go.Class today will be broken down into 3 parts where we look at each component: the OD site, setting up the computer, and transferring to an ereader.  In general, you’ll listen to Chris and I explain key concepts, we’ll demonstrate some procedures while you watch, and then you’ll have an opportunity to emulate what we’ve on the computers in front of you.  Please keep your computer screens and Nooks turned off until instructed to turn them on.We’ll start off by looking at the OD website, but first let’s talk a little about ebooks before we look at OD’s ebook hosting platform. 
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Overdrive is one of the library’s providers of digital media – everything from audio books, downloadable music and video, and e-books.  While I love all these services, I acknowledge we have limited time today, so we’re focusing on the latest rage – e-books, and more specifically, working with those found on Overdrive.    Overdrive isn’t the only library service we have available for e-books.  There’s Netlibrary, available through Galileo, that has over 27k non-fiction e-books, although they can only be accessed by the Internet and not be downloaded.The library’s website also links out to Project Gutenberg, which contains more than 33k downloadable e-books comprised of works in the public domain.  Since these are public domain works through an external site, a customer doesn’t have to check these out.  Download em and keep em – it’s that simple.



eBook Software:
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eBook reader software that is compatible with both Mac and Windows Operating Systems. Adobe Digital Editions (ADE) allows customers to download, read, and transfer OverDrive’s DRM-protected eBooks using their personal computer. Download and Installation?Visit GCPL’s OverDrive Help page for more information.The Setup Assistant walks customers through the process of Activating Adobe Digital Editions by creating an Adobe ID. This authorization allows customers to download DRM-protected EPUB and PDF eBooks.



*eReader Software:
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Some eReaders, like the Sony Portable Reader System, require that software be installed on a computer to enjoy the full functionality of that device.  Other eReaders, like the Nook, are simply plug and play – no additional software is required.eBook reader software that is compatible with both

http://download.sony.com/prs/US/ebooklibrary/3.3.00.07130_PC/ReaderLibraryInstaller_3.3.00.07130.exe�
http://download.sony.com/prs/US/ebooklibrary/3.3.00.07130_MAC/ReaderLibraryInstaller_3.3.00.07130.dmg�


eBooks
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So you want to read an eBook…

Browse.

Checkout.

Download.
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Opening an eBook in �Adobe Digital Editions:After clicking the “Download” button, you will be prompted to “Open” or “Save” the eBook file. Choose “Open” to automatically open the book in ADE.Why “Open”? Save – an .acsm file is saved onto your computer. This is only the key ADE uses to unlock and download the eBook, it is not the eBook.Open – the .acsm file automatically starts in ADE and begins downloading the eBook.What if I chose “Save”:That’s OK!If you chose to “Save” the file you can open the eBook by doing the following:Right-click the urllink.acsm file you savedSelect “Open With” and choose “Adobe Digital Editions”Click “OK”Adobe Digital Editions opens and downloads the eBook!



Opening an eBook

eBook During Download eBook Download Finished



an eBook



Transferring an eBook in 
Adobe Digital Editions: 
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Turn on the eBook reader and connect it to your computer. Your eBook reader may need to be authorized with your Adobe ID before transferring DRM-protected eBooks.For Sony eBook Readers, you must also have the Sony Reader Library installed to be able to transfer eBookseBooks open in ADE in “Reading View”. To transfer an eBook, switch to “Library View” by clicking the icon in the upper left hand Library View displays a list of Bookshelves on the left and your eBooks on the right. You should find your eBook reader (PRS-505, nook, etc.) in the Bookshelves Section. Click on the eBook you would like to transfer to select it. Simply Drag and Drop the eBook to the eBook reader icon listed at the bottom of your Bookshelves:Ensure your transfer was successful by clicking on your eBook reader in ADE. The title should be listed with any other titles currently on your reader. 
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Power: press and release to turn it on.  If already on, tap it to put it to sleep or wake it up.  Press and hold for 5 secs to turn it off.Reading Screen: main display where you read books, articles, etc.  It is NOT touchscreen.  You navigate the contents of the Reading Screen by using the color Touchscreen beneath the RS.Page turn: takes you to the next or previous page.Home: displays the Home menu and Home screen.  The HS can tell you if you have new periodicals or lending offers.  Tap the home button to also reawaken your Color TouchscreenColor Touchscreen: shows The Daily, your Library, the Shop, what you’re reading now, games, wi-fi settings, audio player, web browser, and settings.  Swipe with your finger left or right to more menu options.
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ERRORS:ADENo permission to copy document here (transferring from ADE to Nook)No record for this loan is found on this machineNookSorry unable to open this book (“Bearers of the Black Staff” – EPUB)
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The daily: eNewspapers, lending notifications, and moreMy library: all of your books, PDFs, and other downloadsShop: shop B&N bookstoreReading now: shortcut to what you’re currently readingSettings: font sizes and other preferences.	-- go through settings menu
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Play 



Suggested 

•Download two more ebooks to the Nook

•Go to the library’s homepage using the Nook’s web browser.  Practice scrolling 
up/down and left/right on the page

•Play an easy game of Sudoku or practice a few chess moves using the Games 
function

•Read a couple pages of one of your ebooks.
•Change the font and size
•Use the “Go to” function to skip ahead
•Add/remove a bookmark



Trouble

Handouts:
Common 
Errors
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[open PPT timer file]



Common Errors: 
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*All eBook errors for the ensuing section of the presentation found here:https://sharepoint.gwinnettpl.org/departmentsites/MaterialsManagement/Digital%20Media/Shared%



I saved the eBook to my desktop but 
ADE did not open it automatically.



E_LIC_ALREADY_FULFILLED_BY_
ANOTHER



eBook opens in Sony Reader Library as 
opposed to Overdrive (for Sony 

Readers)



E_ADEPT_DATABASE or
E_ADEPT_IO



Common Errors: 



User Not Activated



No Permission to Copy Document Here



Common Errors: 



Protected Page



OverDrive eBook Developments:

Currently working on an eBook 
reading app for mobile devices 
including Android, iPhone, 
Windows Mobile, and more!

Introducing a collection of 
DRM-free eBooks that could 
work on a number of devices 
that do support  Adobe EPUB 
and PDF eBooks but do not 
support DRM. 



THANK YOU!

Questions? 
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